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Abstract 
This paper introduces a new type of IT role, IT 

influencers. We define IT influencers as persons whose 
decision-making is critical but who do not directly use 
the focal technology. Then we contextualize the social 
role of IT influencers within the unified theory of 
acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) framework 
to explore the conditions under which such individuals 
demonstrate IT-directed social behavior, termed 
intention to influence and become a social influence 
upon the targeted user’s technology use. We look at 
physicians, as IT influencers, and chronic diabetic 
patients, as IT users, who work together to promote 
patients' self-management of chronic diabetes using 
mobile health (mHealth) technology. The results 
demonstrated that physicians' evaluation of both IT and 
patients' technical ability led to intention to influence 
patients' use of mHealth technology. Furthermore, 
intent to influence is promoted in a social context in 
which supporting resources are available for both IT 
users.   

 

1. Introduction  

This paper introduces a new introduces a new type 
of IT role - IT influencers and such users’ IT-directed, 
social behavior, termed intention to influence. While 
many stakeholders are involved in various contexts of 
technology use in practice, most of the attention in 
information systems (IS) studies is on the primary users' 
IT use behavior. In response, this paper explores another 
important IT user group, IT influencers, whose decision-
making is critical but who do not directly use the focal 
technology. Throughout  this paper, we view IT 
influencers as those who share the same goals with and 
make important decisions on behalf of primary IT users 
and endorse the use of the focal technology then further 
examine their pivotal role in affecting primary IT users' 
technology use. Intention to influence is particularly 
relevant in the healthcare context, where an increasing 
number of technologies are designed to support self-

management by individual health consumers between 
visits with their doctors.  

 
Generally speaking, technologies ranging from 

internet banking, grocery checkout kiosks, hotel and 
airline booking to management of personal health 
records online, require self-autonomy and self-
management of tasks on the part of the IT users [1]. 
Given that these "self-management" technologies are 
part of organizational business processes, it is likely that 
there are related users on the other end of the self-
management system who are often treated as nominal or 
nonexistent [2]. For example, when technology users 
use a checkout kiosk in a retail store, they expect the 
presence of store employees in case of system failures 
[3]. However, sometimes adoption and use of such self-
management technology can be delayed because there 
might be a discrepancy between what consumers view 
as self-management technology and what managers or 
frontline employees perceive [4, 5]. In healthcare, 
physicians and patients might be in such a relationship 
that patients expect physicians' inputs when using health 
information technology (HIT) to manage their 
conditions while at home [6, 7].   

 
Such introduction of self-management technologies 

are redefining the role of physicians in healthcare. Self-
management technologies in healthcare or self-care 
technologies have been viewed as enablers of 
understanding, monitoring, and controlling their chronic 
health conditions [84]. Along with advances in wearable 
technology, online or mobile health records that tailor 
multi-stakeholders’ goals and tasks, there have been 
growing demands for frontline clinicians' knowledge of 
self-care technologies to recommend adequate 
technologies to provide patient-centered care plans and 
regimen. Although practitioners, and academics jointly 
emphasize their active involvement in the development 
and adoption of in-house  [14] as well as commercial 
health technologies [64], healthcare providers’ ability of 
recommending health information technology (HIT) to 
patients has been implicitly assumed in the use context 
of self-management technology.   
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Moreover, while prior IS literature has noted the 
importance of the influence of others (or social 
influence) in various technology use contexts, whether 
and how such others become a source of social influence 
is largely underexplored. As technology use is often 
realized in a social context, there are groups of 
individuals on the continuum of IT use whose attitudes, 
statements, and behaviors become a social influence that 
affects the focal users' technology use [8]. However, 
attention has been paid to primary IT users' IT-directed 
behavior in existing IS studies while regarding the 
surrounding or secondary users as nominal social users 
[9], onlookers [10, 11], reference users [12], or part of 
team practice [13]. Thus far, the subject of whether and 
how secondary users (or IT influencers) become a social 
influence to influence the primary users' technology use 
for better task performance has been explored less 
frequently. 

 
To fill this gap, we extend the UTAUT theory to a 

“social” dyad between primary IT users and IT 
influencers by considering mechanism through which 
IT influencers are stimulated to influence primary users' 
technology use, particularly in healthcare. Based on IT 
influencers' judgments and knowledge of both IT users 
and the focal technology, we propose that IT influencers 
can promote or prohibit the primary users' interaction 
with the focal technology. Furthermore, we identify 
facilitating conditions that affect the IT influencers' 
evaluation of the technology and the primary users' 
technology use capability as two crucial factors that lead 
to intention to influence. Our research questions are: 1) 
How do IT influencers' interactions with other IT users 
and technology affect IT influencers' behavioral 
intention? and 2) What are the effects of facilitating 
conditions for IT influencers to strengthen their social 
influence on others? To address these questions, we 
contextualized our UTAUT model at Chinese university 
hospitals where physicians, as IT influencers, and older 
patients, as primary IT users, work together to manage 
chronic diabetes using mobile-based, diabetes self-
management technology. A field survey was 
administered to physicians at the locations where a new 
mobile diabetic application was piloted for older 
patients.  

2. Theoretical background 

The well-known theory of UTAUT has regained its 
popularity in healthcare research to understand various 
types and roles of IT users when performing personal, 
shared, or organizational tasks [14]. UTAUT 
acknowledges direct and indirect effects of key factors 
to explain individual users' acceptance and use of the 
new IT [9]. One of the unique aspects of the UTAUT 

model is that the existence and influence of others is 
defined as social influence and regarded as a key factor 
influencing individual users' IT use. Researchers have 
extensively examined this theory across numerous 
business contexts [14-16].  In a recent notable article, 
Venkatesh and colleagues summarized the application, 
integration, and extension of the UTAUT model. They 
discussed how the path of key influential antecedents— 
attitudes—behavioral intention could be either 
moderated or mediated by situation-specific contextual 
moderators [17]. Viewing an IT use context as social 
helps explain a new pattern of acceptance and use of IT 
by a network of supportive relationships [18]. Since 
social context is the place where "social expertise" and 
"collective knowledgeability" are related and co-exist (p. 
602) [19], social norms and expectations established by 
others may implicitly or explicitly constrain the focal 
individual users' IT use behavior (pp. 232,233) [18, 20]. 
In other words, as IT users' behaviors are situated in a 
particular physical or conceptual place [19], 
expectations of others and a personal desire for their 
approval can channel the focal individuals' IT use 
behaviors [21].  
 

Given that organizations have been regarded as 
social contexts where multiple constituents socially 
interact with people and organizational IT, individuals' 
creativity and innovative behavior have been facilitated 
or impeded within organizational contexts [22, 23]. 
Across organizational contexts, a technology and 
individuals' interactions with the focal IT are defined 
differentially, and therefore, the use of technology is 
affected by what is used (scope) and who uses the focal 
technology within the organization (role) [24]. While 
the scope of organizational IT varies, the role of IT is 
related to who uses it on the continuum of IT use 
spectrum. Prior studies noted a group of individuals 
related to the use of an IT but who do not actually use 
the IT within the designated context. According to Fulk 
et al. (1990), this network of IT users can be categorized 
as "modelers" and "observers" whose attitudes and 
behavior will converge by the complex interplay of 
behavior based on cognition, judgment, and attitudes of 
modelers [25]. Namely, what "important" others think, 
use, and their position of authority affects the other 
individuals' technology-related behaviors [17]. Thus, 
individuals' IT use behavior is formed by observing 
"what others do" under these social circumstances. 

 
As such, social contexts can determine who 

becomes modelers or observers of IT use.  As 
interactions and sensemaking of IT use are embedded 
within the social contexts, such contextual 
characteristics help shape the way individuals learn [26] 
and process social information when employing IT [20]. 
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For example, prior studies have noted that one's 
willingness to use IT is determined by "his or her 
personal evaluation of the action and by the social 
pressure to act" (p.229) [21]. In this case, modelers' 
behaviors channel observers' attitudes and learning of IT 
use [27] in that the one who directly uses IT can spread 
their influence on observers within that context. In 
addition, IT users can influence one another socially via 
a network of family members of friends, secondary 
sources (such as the news media), co-workers, or 
member influence [28]. Namely, modelers and 
observers all together can influence one another in the 
social context of IT use.  

However, the role and impact of "observers" have 
assumed nominal or fixed in existent IS literature. 
"Observers" are part of the interactions with others, and 
their "attitudes toward and uses of technologies 
converge in social systems (p.921)" [29]. From the 
perspective of modelers, others have been "socially 
proximal referents." Along with various social contexts, 
"others" have been either those who are actively 
involved in others' technology use or reference users 
who are implicitly present in the technology use context. 
Recent IS studies have begun looking at the role and 
impacts of observers on modelers' technology use. On 
an individual level, IT influencers are described as 
onlookers (e.g., [10]) or reference users (e.g., [11]) who 
do not directly use the technology. Still, their use is 
visible to the focal users. On a group level, IT 
influencers exist inside the group such that a group's 
positive or negative feelings (e.g., [30]) or possible 
options from the use of technology (e.g., [31]) can 
influence group-based decision-making within an 
automotive engineering unit [31] or a surgical team [10]. 
The emerging theme from these studies is that observers 
can also influence "modelers" depending upon their 
defined roles within the social context. Still, the extent 
to which others become a source of social influence is 
underexplored.  

Taken together, we call for more attention to the 
unique attitudes and behavior of others or IT influencers 
in a social context. From the theoretical lens of social 
influence, we highlight the role of IT influencers in 
predicting primary users' IT use within the social 
organizational context and examine the mechanism of 
how IT influencers' social influence works in a 
nomological network. Individual users have differential 
perceptions of technology, and such variances generally 
translate into contrasts in technology use patterns in 
social contexts [2, 8]. Although peer or superior 
influence has been a determinant of social norms [32], 
the extent to which the social influence of others takes 
place has been implicitly assumed but not explicitly 

tested. Recent studies have spotlighted the role of IT 
influencers in explaining primary users' IT use within a 
functional unit or an organization. However, the 
mechanisms through which IT influencers become a 
social influence to support others' IT use remain 
underexplored. Therefore, we propose a new type of IT 
observers as IT influencers, whose role is to co-create 
goals for shared tasks using IT, and yet they are not the 
actual IT users within a social context.  

3. Research model 

As the objective of this study is to understand the 
mechanism through which IT influencers willing to 
support others to use IT for the performance of shared 
tasks, our key research constructs reflect IT influencers' 
attitudes and intentions within a social context. First, as 
a dependent variable, the intention to influence 
construct is a formative measure that captures IT 
influencers' intention to influence primary users' 
technology use [28]. Second, IT influencers' attitude 
constructs are formative measures reflecting the 
assessment of the focal technology and the primary 
users' attitudes toward the technology [9]. Lastly, 
facilitating conditions are reflective measures that 
present contextual-specific organizational resources for 
IT influencers. In our research context, such facilitating 
conditions include a standardized assessment tool of 
Health IT to manage chronic disease better and provide 
a road map for incorporating expected roles of patients 
and their families, care providers, and community 
partners [45, 46]. Figure 1 presents our research model. 

4. Hypothesis development  

In this section, we propose and contextualize our 
research hypotheses. Focal research variables are as 
follows: IT use context as antecedents, assessment of the 
new technology, other users' attitude as mediating 
variables, and intention to influence as a dependent 
variable. Figure 1 presents the proposed research model 
of this study.  

4.1. Intention to influence 

First, we define IT influencers' intention to 
influence primary users' technology use to complete 
shared group tasks as the intention to influence. Bagozzi 
and Lee (2000) have identified two levels of behavioral 
intentions such that "I-intention" is framed when 
performing individual tasks or group tasks while "We- 
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Figure 1. Research model of this study 
 

intention" is framed when performing a group task (see 
[21] for more categorizations of behavioral intentions). 
Specifically, We-intention is influenced by individual 
reasons (e.g., attitudes), interpersonal pressure, group 
norms, and social identity, all of which are related to 
performing a group act. Given that these individuals 
attempt to identify "successful applications of IT that 
may optimize task performance or organizational 
processes" [23], we believe the IT influencers' intention 
to influence can be formed when performing a group 
task. In our research context, IT influencers attempt to 
identify the usefulness of the focal mobile health 
(mHealth) technology to co-manage chronic diabetes 
with patients. Since IT influencers function based on the 
shared goals for other users' behavior, they make 
inferences and form judgments by "registering and 
interpreting the hints in a broader context, to link them 
to what they know about the users, technologies, and 
usage and, thus, form an opinion about the users' 
behavior in relation to the work practice" (p. 1166)[10]. 
Therefore, we conceptualize intention to influence as a 
We-intention where external stakeholders' use of IT is 
observed and evaluated. 

4.2. Facilitating conditions affecting IT 
influencers' attitudes and intention to influence 

Facilitating conditions are "the degree to which an 
individual believes that an organizational and 
technological infrastructure exists to support use of the 
system (p.453)" [9]. These have been among the key 
contextual factors arising from a specific context that 
help predict primary IT users' attitudes toward IT use 
and future performance. As individual IT users need 

cognitive and situational resources in using new IT [47], 
IT influencers also need organizational resources to 
form social influence and further support others' IT use. 
Stakeholder theory provides an adequate theoretical 
foundation for understanding how IT users receive 
organizational resources and whether such reception 
influences their engagement in organizational 
initiatives. Generally, stakeholders are defined as "all 
those who can affect or are affected by the achievement 
of organizational objectives" [48-50]. Prior studies have 
distinguished stakeholders from other affected or 
interested parties in the sense that stakeholders are 
generally capable of positively or negatively influencing 
organizations in case their needs are not fulfilled [51]. 
In general management settings, consumers are viewed 
as the foremost stakeholders, and therefore, the 
management of stakeholders is a means or required 
obligation for an organization [48]. Examples of 
external stakeholders include customers and 
shareholders or bondholders, whereas CEOs, boards of 
directors, and strategic business units epitomize internal 
stakeholders. It can be seen that when consumers' needs 
are aligned with organizational strategies, they are 
willing to support these strategies [52]. In our research 
context, IT influencers (internal stakeholders), working 
on behalf of the focal organization, attempt to support 
health consumers' IT use and task execution (external 
stakeholders). Therefore, organizational resources can 
be specified for internal stakeholders and external 
stakeholders, all of which facilitate the attitudes and 
behavior of IT influencers to meet organizational goals 
and initiatives. 

 
Throughout this paper, we identify two 

contextualized facilitating conditions that can, directly 
and indirectly, influence IT influencers' attitudes and 
behavioral intention. Our research sites, Chinese 
hospitals, have adopted a standard assessment tool 
provided by WHO [45]. Under this universal chronic 
care model, healthcare organizations are responsible for 
supporting multi-stakeholders expected roles in treating 
and managing chronic diseases while managing health 
consumer technologies [14]. For internal stakeholders 
such as physicians, organizational resources—including 
well-integrated health information systems, patient care 
strategy, or knowledge sharing—can support physicians 
in helping patients who are managing their diabetes. For 
external stakeholders (i.e., patients and caregivers), 
healthcare organizations provide patient education 
programs to assist in setting goals and involving family 
members or caregivers. Under the circumstances, 
physicians' supporting behavior is bound by self-care 
management practice and available resources within the 
organizations. As delegates of healthcare institutions, 
physicians may feel pressure from the management 
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guides and regulations to meet these expectations and 
gain approval from their institutions. Therefore, we 
hypothesize that organizational resources supporting 
external stakeholders will positively affect IT 
influencers' attitudes and behavioral intention: 

 
H1 (a)-(d): Contextual facilitating conditions will  
be positively associated with IT influencers'  
evaluation of the users and the technology. 
H2 (a)-(b): Contextual facilitating conditions will  
be positively associated with IT influencers'  
intention to influence. 

4.3. Assessment of others' attitudes toward the 
new IT use and intention to influence 

IT users interact with one another to make sense of 
IT use in a specific context. Here, we define assessment 
of others' attitudes toward the new IT as IT influencers' 
evaluation of others' readiness or capability to use the 
focal IT to perform the shared tasks. In healthcare 
literature, primary users have been various HIT 
stakeholders (e.g., [53, 54]), and numerous interactions 
among the stakeholders have been noted, with limited 
focus on secondary users. For instance, physicians' 
informal talks with co-workers can change other co-
workers' perspectives on the use of HIT [2] and change 
their interaction patterns with patients [55, 56].  

 
From the perspective of IT influencers in 

healthcare, doctors need to understand whether the use 
of the new IT can help patients manage their health 
between visits; therefore, doctor-patient communication 
is critical for guided self-health management of chronic 
illness. Prior studies have determined that patients' 
levels of health literacy and computer literacy affect the 
outcome of their healthcare [57-59]. Given the fact that 
health literacy is likely to be correlated with computer 
literacy [58], healthcare organizations train care 
providers in patient-centered communication [60] or 
provide resources for patient education [57]. Based on 
this rationale, healthcare providers' assessment of 
patients' level of understanding of or ability to use new 
health apps to process health information is associated 
with their willingness to further recommend the new IT 
for patients' chronic care management. Likewise, it is 
critical to correctly assess elderly patients' readiness to 
use HIT for their chronic care management by 
physicians in our research context. Therefore, we 
hypothesize as follows: 

 
H3: IT influencers' assessment of others' attitudes  

 toward the new IT use is positively associated   
 with intention to influence.  

4.4. Assessment of the IT and intention to 
influence 

Individual users' adoption and use of IT have been 
studied extensively and have been established using 
foundational theories, for example, the technology 
acceptance model (TAM) and the UTAUT [9, 61]. The 
premise of these theories is that to achieve expected 
outcomes or performance, a technology must be used by 
the focal users [17] and that there are multidimensional 
interactions among IT users [24, 62] or between users 
and the technology itself [63]. As social proximity 
becomes a source of learning, IT influencers' 
technology-related behaviors and attitudes can be 
produced in a work setting, increasing the likelihood 
that attitudes and behavior will converge between 
modelers and observers [18, 25]. In a clinician-patient 
dyad in healthcare, frontline clinicians such as 
physicians and nurse practitioners perform their roles as 
"observers" in the process of diagnosing medical 
symptoms and helping patients to use mHealth 
technology (e.g., Fitbit, Apple watch, diabetes 
management app) for chronic care management [64]. 
Conversely, patients or "modelers" listen to what 
clinicians explain about their health conditions and 
might try to converge their behaviors with clinicians' 
inferences, judgments, or reactions to mHealth 
technology use. Given that IT influencers in our 
research context interact with patients in fulfilling 
shared healthcare tasks where the use of mHealth IT is 
anticipated, we hypothesize that IT influencers' 
assessment toward the effectiveness and relevancy of 
focal IT to manage self-health tasks is likely to promote 
their intention to influence patients' mHealth IT use. 
Therefore, we hypothesize as follows: 

 
H4: IT influencers' evaluation of the technology is  
positively associated with intention to influence. 

5. Methodology  

5.1. Research setting 

Two university hospitals in China were selected as 
our research sites, in which provided a context 
representing whether and how physicians responded to 
patients’ decision to use a mobile health application for 
chronic disease management.  The piloted application, 
CADA (Chinese aged diabetic assistant), provides an 
interactive visual tool for aged diabetes patients' self-
management of their chronic disease. The adoption and 
implementation of this application was purely optional 
for both patients to use and providers to recommend. If 
a patient opted in, this app would track patients’ 
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symptoms and provide personalized features for 
diabetes self-management. Physician’s options included 
whether they would a) encourage patients to use the app 
in everyday living contexts and b) assist (support) their 
diabetic patients with treating health symptoms through 
CADA. Figure 2 presents an example of system 
interface of CADA technology.  

 

 
Figure 2. User interface of CADA application 
 

5.2. Data collection 

We conducted paper-and-pencil surveys physicians 
with the option to use CADA at two large university 
hospitals. Surveys were translated into Chinese by the 
authors and then were edited and proofread by the 
collaborators at the participating hospitals. 
Subsequently, the survey instruments and open-ended 
questions were converted back to English by the 
principal investigator and the research team. Provided 
with a CADA information sheet, the providers were 
surveyed on their opinions of patients' adoption of the 
proposed CADA system on a 5-point Likert scale (i.e., 
strongly disagree to strongly agree). In addition, the 
demographics section of the survey collected 
anonymous information such as type of practice (e.g., 
clinic and outpatients, hospital and hospitalized 
patients), location of practice, and primary patients (e.g., 
urban or rural). A total of 200 physicians participated in 
our survey.  

5.3. Measurement development 

For the exogenous constructs, items for self-
management practice and self-management resources 
were adapted from the Innovative Care for Chronic 
Conditions (ICCC) framework by the World Health 
Organization (WHO). This framework provides a 
standardized assessment tool to manage chronic disease 
better and provide a road map to incorporate the 
expected roles of patients and their family members, 
care providers, and community partners [45]. We 
adopted items that represent a supportive environment, 

which provides team-based practices and resources for 
helping patients self-manage their diabetes. For the 
endogenous constructs, validated items were used to 
measure attitudes toward technology, assessment of 
primary users' technology use, and intention to 
influence, all adapted from Venkatesh et al. (2003) [9]. 
Attitude toward technology was determined using three 
items reflecting the physicians' assessment of whether 
using the focal technology is efficient for patients' 
diabetes management. Evaluation of primary users' 
technology use was determined using two items drawn 
from respondents to evaluate the primary users' 
intention to employ the focal technology. Lastly, 
intention to influence was determined by two items to 
capture IT influencers' intention to guide primary users' 
employment of technology. The use of two items is 
consistent with prior IS literature [23, 70]. 

5.4. Data Analysis 

The measurement and the structural model were 
analyzed by PLS-SEM using SmartPLS 3 software. 
Frequently used in IS literature [9, 23, 34], PLS-SEM is 
a causal model aimed at maximizing the explained 
variance of the dependent latent constructs [71]. In this 
paper, PLS is particularly useful for exploring possible 
relationships among constructs without known theories 
and dealing with formative measurement models [72].  

Next, with dependent and mediator or moderator 
data captured from a single source in one instrument, it 
is recommended that common method bias might 
threaten the results of this study [73]. To identify this 
threat, we employed Harman's single-factor analysis, 
which found that a single factor explains 20.49% of the 
variation; thus, common method bias does not threaten 
the findings of this study.   

6. Results  

First, the measurement models were assessed 
separately for reflective and formative measures. For 
reflective measurement models, we assessed convergent 
validity, discriminant validity, indicator reliability, and 
composite reliability for the reflective measurement 
model. For indicator reliability, all item loadings are 
above the threshold of 0.7, indicating that more than half 
of their variance is explained by their substantive latent 
variable. First, composite reliability is higher than 0.70, 
and convergent validity is supported by the average 
variance extracted, with the value of AVE  is greater 
than 0.5. Furthermore, Attitude toward technology, 
assessment of primary users' IT use, and intention to 
influence are all formatively measured. Therefore, 
construct validity and reliability cannot be assessed by 
evaluation criteria for reflective measurement models 
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[74-76]. First, we evaluated the weight, sign, and 
magnitude of items to assess convergent and 
discriminant validity following suggestions from 
research literature [74, 75]. Finally, we checked the 
multicollinearity of formative items using a variance 
inflation factor of less than 3.3. Based on these analyses, 
we conclude that the model provides a satisfactory fit 
and has adequate convergent validity, reliability, and 
discriminant validity. 

For structural model, the results obtained from 
partial least squares (PLS) structural equation modeling 
(SEM) demonstrated that 1) physicians' positive 
evaluation of technology and their patients is linked to 
their intention to influence older patients' use of mobile 
health technology for their diabetes management, and 2) 
facilitating conditions for physicians and patients, 
directly and indirectly, affect the IT influencers' 
formulation of social influence. In Table 1, we report 
path coefficients, p-value, and effect size. According to 
Hair et al. (2016) [72], the assessment of structural 
models is generally based on three assessment criteria: 
R-square measures, the level of significance of the path 
coefficients, and the predictive capability of the model 
by the Stone-Geisser's Q-square [71, 77].  

 
As illustrated in Table 1, all path coefficients are 

statistically significant, while one path was negative and 
significant. More specifically, self-management 
practices have positive, direct impacts on assessment of 
others’ attitudes toward the new IT use (β = 0.232, p = 
0.023), assessment of the new IT (β = 0.206, p = 0.015), 
and intention to influence (β = 0.189, p = 0.006). Self-
management resources have positive, direct impacts on 
assessment of others’ attitudes toward the new IT use (β 
= 0.173, p = 0.02) and assessment of the new IT (β = 
0.266, p = 0.000). Interestingly, self-management 
resources have a statistically significant but negative 
impact on intention to influence (β = -0.250, p = 0.000). 
Lastly, IT influencers’ assessment of others’ attitudes 
toward the new IT use and assessment of the new IT 
have positive impacts on intention to influence (β = 
0.421 and β = 0.308, significant at p < 0.01, 
respectively). The structural model explains 46% of the 

variance in intention to influence (R-square = 0.46), 
18% of assessment toward primary users’ IT use (R-
square = 0.18), and 15% of that in attitude toward 
technology (R-square = 0.344).  

7. Discussion   

The objective of this study was to contextualize the 
socially influencing behavior of non-primary IT users 
(IT influencers) on primary users’ technology use and to 
examine the mechanisms as to how those individuals 
formulate social influence to support others’ IT use. We 
extended the UTAUT model by linking a path of 
facilitating conditions and IT influencers’ attitude to IT 
influencers’ intention and further tested the mechanism 
through which IT influencers become motivated to 
guide IT use by others. We find that all hypothesized 
paths were statistically significant indicating that 1) IT 
influencers’ assessment on users’ capability and the 
technology positively influences IT influencers’ social 
influence; 2) organizational practices supporting the 
task management of both IT influencers and primary IT 
users positively enhance IT influencers’ assessment of 
the users and the technology, thereby positively 
promoting IT influencers’ intention to influence.   

 
This study extends IS use literature by 

reconceptualizing the role of IT observers in a social IT 
use context. By redefining "IT observers" as IT 
influencers, we identify IT influencers as a group of 
users whose decision-making is critical but who do not 
directly use the focal technology in a dyadic, social 
context. As organizational delegates who perform a 
shared task in a social environment, IT influencers 
interact with other users and with organizational 
technologies—under the influence of resources, 
management, strategy, and culture [79]. Under such an 
IT use context, IT influencers' interactions with other 
stakeholders and their efforts to achieve goals and 
perform tasks create a force of social influence. As 
social influence theory explains how the implicit or 
explicit pressures from others can modify an 
individual's intention to use new IT, we reveal whether 
and how social influence is formulated by non-primary 
IT users within the organizational social context of IT 
use. We found that IT influencers' behaviors can be 
promoted or prohibited by facilitating conditions and 
their continuous interactions with the surroundings, 
including the focal technology and other stakeholders.  

 
Conversely, we also found that clinicians' 

evaluations of patients' attitudes about their healthcare 
and technology are major driving forces of social 
influence in healthcare. For a recent example, with 
increased adoption and use of telehealth technology, 

Table 1. Structural model results 
PATH      Β p f2 EFFECT 

SIZE 
SUPPORT
ED 

SMP   →   ATP 0.21 0.0149 0.05 Small Yes 
SMP   →  ATT 0.23 0.0226 0.06 Small Yes 
SMR    →  ATP 0.27 0.0001 0.07 Small Yes 
SMR   →  ATT 0.18 0.0204 0.03 Small Yes 
SMP    →   ITI 0.18 0.0059 0.05 Small Yes 
SMR    →  ITI -0.25 0.000 0.08 Small Yes 
ATP    →   ITI 0.31 0.0017 0.12 Small Yes 
ATT   →  ITI 0.43 0.000 0.22 Medium Yes 

* Total sample size was 200. 
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patients with varying levels of internet or health literacy 
are increasingly self-selecting for virtual care 
consultations recently [80]. Telehealth clinicians are 
expected to virtually examine patients, relying on 
personal health information presented by such patients. 
While physicians devise patient-specific care plans and 
provide directions about managing self-care, the 
patients' ability to recognize the quality of health 
information becomes non-trivial [81]. To this end, a 
physician's ability to assess patients concerning their 
understanding of health disinformation and their use of 
health IT is indispensable for better patient outcomes.  

 
Interestingly, we also find that self-management 

resources for IT influencers (SMR) was negatively 
associated with IT influencers’ intention to influence 
(ITI). Given that these self-management resources are 
related to physicians’ involvement (e.g. providing 
written care plans and participation in diabetic 
management workshop for diabetic patients), it is likely 
that physicians perceived these tasks as additional 
workloads (Ayre et al. 2019). It would be worthwhile to 
further delve into this phenomenon in the future 
research.  

 
Our findings should be interpreted with caution in 

light of the study's limitations. First, our data were 
collected from physicians at university hospitals in 
China. Prior studies have noted that cultural differences 
might hinder the generalizability of research findings 
[82]. Future research can consider  exploring contextual 
differences of deployment of institution-introduced self-
management applications, examining differential 
patterns of physicians’ social influence when 
recommending commercially developed self-
management apps, and lastly, examining other types of 
social influences within and beyond the boundaries of 
healthcare organizations. Thus, revisiting our research 
model in culturally richer settings might be an avenue 
for future research. Second, our results were derived 
from cross-sectional survey data. Given that cross-
sectional data might not fully capture changes in 
contextual characteristics over time, it is harder to claim 
a causal relationship between variables [83].  A 
collection of panel data could add further insights into 
how social influence formed by IT influencers may 
change over time. The limitations mentioned above can 
further inform the direction of future research such that 
identifying other contextual factors that influence the 
role of IT influencers would be worthwhile. 

8. Conclusion  

The current study is one of the earliest studies 
investigating whether and how IT influencers become 

activated to affect others' IT use. This paper introduces 
and highlights the important role of IT influencers in 
assessing primary IT users’ readiness to use health IT 
for self-health management. The findings of this study 
suggest that IT influencers' assessment of the users and 
the technology concurrently affect their willingness to 
support the focal individuals' technology use. 
Furthermore, organizational support resources for both 
IT influencers and primary IT users enhance their ability 
to evaluate technology and users positively. Our 
findings generate new insights into the well-researched 
technology acceptance phenomenon and provide an 
enriched understanding of the mechanisms of social 
influence formation in a social IT use context by 
examining IT influencers' role and unique IT-directed 
behavior, intention to influence.  
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